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ABSTRACT For effective management of HIV-1 patients, accurate measurement of HIV-1-
RNA viral load (VL) is fundamental. The latest generation molecular assays for monitoring
VL perform simultaneous detection of two regions of the viral genome, but without speci-
fying the target used for VL quantitation. By using the “open” software (research use only
[RUO]) of Aptima HIV-1 Quant Dx Assay (Aptima) which provides both results obtained
with the pol and LTR targets, we were able to compare n = 500 plasma samples results
from chronically HIV-1-infected patients under antiretroviral therapy (ART). Correlation and
concordance were analyzed. By stratifying VL into two groups (,30 and $30 copies/mL
HIV-1-RNA) according to pol-based results and matching them with their respective LTR
values, concordance was substantial (k = 0.635; 95%CI = 0.569 to 0.700) as expected.
Considering the specimens (n = 224) with VL exactly quantified (i.e., $30 copies/mL) with
both targets, an optimal correlation subsisted (r = 0.8882; P , 0.0001) and Bland-Altman
plot showed no significant mean difference between them. However, by stratifying all
these data in three ranges (30 to 200, 201 to 1,000, and .1,000 copies/mL) according
to pol-based results, concordance analysis showed fair agreement (k = 0.344; 95%CI =
0.257 to 0.432). Indeed, after excluding mutually concordant VL values in each range
(n = 134), the remaining discordant samples (n = 90; 40.1%) showed significant
(P , 0.05) difference between VL measured with the two targets. With the Aptima
“open” software, samples with pol-based VL ,1,000 copies (cp)/mL HIV-1-RNA, the cor-
responding LTR values were on average 0.5 log10 cp/mL higher. Further studies on these
discrepancies and the nature of viral RNA elements detected only with the LTR despite
efficient ART are in progress.

IMPORTANCE The last generation dual-target platforms for quantification of HIV-1 RNA
return a single value of viral load (VL) derived from a combined reading of two HIV-1
genome targets. By using a modified version of Aptima software, providing both the
VL results obtained from pol and LTR amplification separately, we observed discordant
VL results in some samples from HIV-1-infected patients on antiretroviral therapy. In
particular, some samples with pol-based quantified ,1,000 copies/mL VL showed the
LTR-based value on average 0.5 log10 copies/mL higher, and other samples, always by
treated patients, showed VL exclusively quantified with LTR target while the corre-
sponding pol-based VL results were completely undetected. Standard software of dou-
ble-target based diagnostic systems does not allow recognizing discrepant VL values
in these particular, but not rare, clinical specimens. This issue could have implications
for clinical management by leading physicians to consider changing antiretroviral regi-
men based on presumed failure of antiretroviral therapy.
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For the correct and the effective management of early and chronic HIV-1-infected patients,
an accurate measurement of HIV-1 RNA viral load (VL) is fundamental before starting of

antiretroviral therapy (ART) and in monitoring antiretroviral treatment efficacy (1).
Most available HIV-1 RNA tests are based on real-time PCR and are designed for the

detection of a single target region of HIV-1 genome (i.e., pol, gag, LTR). However, the latest
generation molecular assays have been set on the simultaneous detection of two regions of
viral genome to ensure the recognition of the virus even in the presence of mutations. One of
these diagnostic assays is the Aptima HIV-1 Quant Dx Assay (Aptima; Hologic, Inc., San Diego,
CA), a totally automated assay based on transcription mediated amplification that utilizes mul-
tiple HIV-1-specific primers to capture two regions of the HIV-1 genome. The detection of viral
genome is performed in a multiplex reaction, in which both pol and LTR regions of HIV-1 are
simultaneously and independently amplified (2) with high efficiency in detecting and quantify-
ing VL (3–10). A feature of Aptima software is, although two VL values are produced at the
end of testing, one related to pol and the other related to LTR amplification, the result returned
of viremia is the one related to the target pol by default, independently of LTR-based values of
HIV-1 RNA. Whether pol signal is not detected (ND) and LTR target is detected, the latter result
is reported as the final VL value. However, the information about the target used for quantita-
tion is available at the level of individual sample report, and not in the overall run report.

In a previous study (7), we reported that 6% of plasma samples from chronically HIV-1-
infected patients under effective ART show absence of pol signal with viremia values calcu-
lated exclusively on the basis of LTR amplification. Despite VL detected only by the LTR target,
these patients were in excellent and stable clinical condition for which, based on numerous
clinical and laboratory parameters, the ART was considered effective and not modified, even
with LTR VL.1,000 copies/mL (unpublished data).

In this study, we compared the VL paired results obtained by pol and LTR amplification
of HIV-1 RNA in plasma samples of ART-treated patients under routine monitoring of viremia.
We analyzed these VL paired results in each sample, in terms of correlation and concordance,
to evaluate the level of agreement between them. This analysis was performed using an
“open” version of Aptima software (RUO), provided by the test manufacturer (Hologic, Inc.)
and configured to show both VL results for each individual target amplified on HIV-1 RNA.

RESULTS
Comparison between the VL values measured with pol and LTR targets in the same

samples. An intra-assay comparative evaluation of VL values measured by pol and LTR
targets amplification in the same specimens was conducted because we noticed that
24% of samples showed a significant difference (.0.3 log10 copies (cp)/mL HIV-1 RNA)
between VL detected with pol and LTR targets. The analysis was carried out by using VL values
referred to n = 500 plasma from ART-treated HIV-1-infected patients under routine viremia
monitoring. The VL data were collected consecutively, from routine diagnostic activity, accord-
ing to the pol amplification values: i.e., n = 100 results with VL ND; n = 100 results with VL
detected ,30 cp/mL HIV-1 RNA; n = 100 VL resulted in the range 30 to 200 cp/mL; n = 100
with VL 201 to 1,000 cp/mL and n = 100 VL with .1,000 cp/mL HIV-1 RNA. These ranges of
pol-based viremia were established after considering the international guidelines for the man-
agement of HIV-1 infection (11, 12), which indicate the virological failure as a confirmed viral
load.200 or.1,000 copies/mL of HIV-1 RNA.

First, for the comparison analysis, all the collected samples were divided into two groups
according to following ranges of pol VL (ND plus ,30 and $30 cp/mL HIV-1 RNA) and
matched with their respective LTR-based values. The concordance analysis (Table 1) showed
a “substantial agreement” for HIV-1 RNA detection between the two targets (k = 0.635; 95%
CI = 0.569 to 0.700). Among samples with pol VL ND, five showed HIV-1 RNA detected
,30 cp/mL with LTR target and one had viremia value of 1,284 cp/mL because of the LTR
amplification.

Correlation between paired VL valuesmeasuredwith pol and LTR targets in the same
samples with viremia exactly quantified with both the targets. The correlation between
pol and LTR viremia has been carried out by including all samples (n = 224) with the HIV-1 RNA
VL exactly quantified with both the targets (i.e., .30 cp/mL). As shown in Fig. 1A, correlation
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(r = 0.8882; P, 0.0001) between values was high in linear regression analysis. In Fig. 1B, Bland-
Altman plot analysis showed an average difference between the VL measured with pol and LTR
amplification in the same sample of 0.124 log10 cp/mL (6SD = 60.659 log10 cp/mL; 95% CI =
21,417 to 1,168). Interestingly, in the range of pol-based 4 to 6 log10 cp/mL HIV-1 RNA, includ-
ing n = 64 (27.68%) samples out of 224, the viremia quantified with LTR target tended to be
lower (mean 6 SD = 4.99 6 0.54 pol-based versus 4.73 6 0.73 LTR-based log10 cp/mL;
P = 0.0253). On the contrary, in the range of pol-based 2 to 4 log10 cp/mL (mean 6 SD =
2.74 6 0.42 log10 cp/mL) including n = 115 (51.34%) samples, the LTR-based VL (mean 6

SD = 2.936 0.66 log10 cp/mL) was 0.22 log10 cp/mL higher (P = 0.0170).
Comparison of VL values exactly quantified with both the targets pol and LTR

≥30 cp/mL. By stratifying the VL data measured by pol in the ranges 30 to 200, 201 to
1,000, and .1,000 cp/mL HIV-1 RNA, concordance analysis with corresponding values
measured by LTR target in the same samples showed “fair agreement” (k = 0.344; 95%
CI = 0.257 to 0.432) (Table 2).

By excluding all mutually concordant VL values of each range (n = 134; 59.82%), the
remaining samples showed discrepancy between VL measured by pol amplification
and that measured by LTR amplification (mean 6 SD = 2.44 6 0.45 pol-based versus
2.92 6 0.64 LTR-based log10 cp/mL; P , 0.0001) within their own group. The discrepancy
affects n = 28 of 41 (68.3%) and n = 58 of 84 (69.0%) samples in the two ranges of 30 to
200 cp/mL and 201 to 1,000 cp/mL of pol-based VL, respectively, and only n = 4 (4.0%) sam-
ples in the range of pol-based.1,000 cp/mL HIV-1 RNA. Interestingly, in the pol-based range
of VL 201 to 1,000 cp/mL (mean6 SD = 2.646 0.17), the largest number of discordant sam-
ples (n = 38 out of 84; 45.2%) showed LTR-based viremia .1,000 cp/mL (mean 6 SD =
3.46 6 0.33 log10 cp/mL). In the other group, with lower range of pol-based 30 to 200 cp/
mL HIV-1 RNA (mean 6 SD = 1.86 6 0.20), 48.8% of samples (n = 20 of 41) showed LTR-
based VL extended between 201 and 1,000 cp/mL (mean 6 SD = 2.75 6 0.21 log10 cp/mL)
and 19.5% of samples (n = 8 out of 41) showed LTR-based viremia .1,000 cp/mL (mean 6

SD = 3.27 6 0.21 log10 cp/mL). Therefore, in both the two low ranges groups of pol-based
VL, most of discordant samples (n = 28 and n = 58) showed higher mean LTR titers respect

FIG 1 Correlation and Bland-Altman plot of paired VL values measured with pol and LTR targets in
the same samples with viremia exactly quantified by both the targets. (A) Correlation between pol and
LTR VL values measured in n = 224 samples. (B) Bland-Altman plot shows average values of pol and LTR
VL paired values measured in each sample versus the difference between them in the same samples.

TABLE 1 Distribution of samples (n = 500) according to their VL values measured with pol
and LTR amplification by using Aptima “open” software

No. of samplesa

Pol-based VL values

<30 ‡30 Total
LTR-based VL values
,30 184 76 260
$30 16 224 240
Total 200 300 500

aSamples were stratified according to their VL values in two ranges (ND plus,30 and.30 cp/mL HIV-1 RNA).
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to the corresponding mean pol values (mean6 SD = 2.406 0.43 pol-based versus 2.946 0.63
LTR-based log10 cp/mL; P , 0.0001) (Fig. 2). In the range of 30 to 200 cp/mL of pol-based VL,
the mean difference between VL measured with pol and LTR was21.1 log10 cp/mL HIV-1 RNA
(min-max of difference values of21.9 and20.4 log10 cp/mL HIV-1 RNA, respectively). In the
range of 201 to 1,000 cp/mL, the mean difference was 20.3 log10 cp/mL HIV-1 RNA (min-
max of difference values of21.7 and 1.2 log10 cp/mL HIV-1 RNA, respectively).

Furthermore, considering the discordant samples with pol values .1,000 cp/mL, the
mean difference between VL measured with pol and LTR was 20.9 log10 cp/mL HIV-1 RNA
(min-max of difference values of 0.5 and 1.5 log10 cp/mL HIV-1 RNA, respectively).

DISCUSSION

Quantification of HIV-1 RNA is an essential parameter in clinical management of HIV-1-
infected patients and understanding the performance of molecular HIV-1 assays is necessary
for correct interpretation of results (1).

The latest generation analytical platforms are based on dual-target detection, whereby
the VL value derives from the simultaneous reading of the amplification products of two

TABLE 2 Distribution of the samples (n = 224) with VL exactly quantified with both LTR and
pol targets

No. of samplesa

Pol-based VL values

30 to 200 201 to 1,000 >1,000 Total
LTR-based VL values
30 to 200 13 20 2 35
201 to 1,000 20 26 2 48
.1,000 8 38 95 141
Total 41 84 99 224

aSamples were stratified according to their VL values in three ranges of HIV-1 RNA: 30 to 200, 201 to 1,000, and
.1,000 cp/mL.

FIG 2 Graphic representation of pol and LTR VL measured in discordant samples stratified in three ranges of pol-based VL. Pol-based VL data were
stratified within three ranges of VL (30 to 200, 201 to 1,000, and .1,000 cp/mL HIV-1 RNA) and, for each pol-based range, the corresponding VL
based on LTR amplification were shown in two graphs separately to display their range of VL. (A) and (B) Discordant samples with pol-based VL
included in the range 30 to 200 cp/mL HIV-1 RNA. (A) Samples with their corresponding LTR-based VL included in the ranges 201 to 1,000 cp/mL. (B)
Corresponding LTR-based VL .1,000 cp/mL. (C) and (D) Discordant samples with pol-based VL included in the range 201 to 1,000 cp/mL HIV-1 RNA.
(C) Samples with their corresponding LTR-based VL in the range 30 to 201 cp/mL. (D) Those with their corresponding LTR-based VL .1,000 cp/mL.
(E) and (F) Samples with pol-based VL .1,000 cp/mL HIV-1 RNA. (E) Samples with their corresponding LTR-based VL in the range 30 to 201 cp/mL.
(F) Samples with their corresponding LTR-based VL in the range 201 to 1,000 cp/mL. Bars in the graphs show mean and standard deviation; asterisks
indicate statistically significant difference, as determined by Student's t test (****, P , 0.0001; *, P , 0.05).
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specific regions present on HIV-1 RNA. Most of these systems return values of VL in an
unspecified manner and they do not declare separately the VL measured with each target.
The CE-IVD version of Aptima software also follows this reporting mode, but, upon request by
the user, it is possible to receive a modified version of the software (RUO) from the manufac-
turer, providing both the VL results derived from the amplification of each of the two targets.

By using the “open” version of the Aptima software, we compared the VL data obtained
by amplification of pol and LTR targets in the same samples. We reported that, considering
all the specimens with VL exactly quantified (i.e., $30 cp/mL HIV-1 RNA) with both targets,
an optimal correlation subsists, as expected, and indeed Bland-Altman plot showed not sig-
nificant mean difference between them.

However, by analyzing the results in more detail, in a set of samples we observed the
paired values of VL did not always overlap exactly between them. In fact, in the samples
with pol-based viremia of 4 to 6 log10 cp/mL, the corresponding LTR VL were significantly
lower, while, in the other range with pol-based VL of 2 to 4 log10 cp/mL, the corresponding
LTR values were significantly higher.

In particular, discordant specimens with pol quantified VL below 1,000 cp/mL showed
corresponding LTR values that were on average 0.5 log10 cp/mL significantly higher. On the
contrary, considering the discordant samples with pol values .1,000 cp/mL, the LTR values
were on average 0.9 log10 cp/mL significantly lower than the pol-based values.

Differently from Aptima equipped with “open” software, currently available dual-target
diagnostic systems do not specify the HIV-1 RNA values measured with each of the two tar-
gets because they are based on the use of a single fluorescent probe, common to both
amplified HIV-1 regions, so they return single viremia results. These kind of results may have
serious implications in clinical management of infected patients. In fact, in the presence of
VL values .200 or .1,000 cp/mL HIV-1 RNA, physicians may consider changing of thera-
peutic regimen based on the hypothesis of a presumed failure of antiretroviral therapy,
according to indications of main international guidelines (11, 12). Conversely, having a sys-
tem that indicates when VL is detected with only one of the two HIV-1 targets may allow
the clinician to consider the partial VL result and decide to repeat the HIV-1 RNA quantifica-
tion sometime afterwards, or even with another diagnostic system, as well as to carry out
further investigations on the clinical situation before changing the therapeutic regimen.
Unfortunately, current guidelines for the management of HIV-infected patients do not take
into consideration the issues correlated with double target detection; in particular, the
guidelines do not mention situations in which a test can return quantitative VL based on
amplification of a single target (while the other is absent) without a warning signal when
the two amplification curves are discordant.

Here, and in a previous work (7), we showed some HIV-1-infected patients (6%) have VL
exactly quantified deriving exclusively from the amplification of the LTR target, while the pol
target is completely undetected. This situation always occurs in patients under ART, regard-
less of the type of therapeutic regimen (7). Furthermore, because clinical conditions and lab-
oratory parameters of these patients remained, and continue to be stable and compatible
with a picture suggestive of effective antiretroviral therapy (7; unpublished data), ART has, to
date, never been changed in these patients. However, it is important to note that if for
some reason a patient could not be tested with this “open” Aptima configuration, finding a
quantified VL with different assay would not allow the clinician to understand the target
used for the quantification of VL and could raise unfounded doubts about the efficacy of
the therapeutic regimen and the patient's adherence to therapy. Therefore, in our opinion,
the target amplified for measurement of VL should be carefully considered during clinical
evaluation of laboratory data in order to avoid any inappropriate changes in the therapeutic
regimen when VL are detected only on the basis of LTR target. This highlights the need to
have diagnostic systems for monitoring the HIV viral load that make it possible to know
both viremia values obtained with the two targets separately, as in the case of the “open”
version of the Aptima software.

Furthermore, here we have described, in a subset of samples with HIV-1 RNA VL
,1000 cp/mL with target pol, a gradient of LTR-based viremia, thus reinforcing the potential
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clinical utility of having access to both, separate VL results, from pol and LTR, especially for
those samples detected only through the LTR target.

We do not know yet the nature of these LTR-only-based viral RNA products. It could
be they reflect a therapeutic regimen not completely effective, or it could be the consequence
of other causes, such as presence of HIV-1 reservoir with proviral DNA partially transcribed
through effective ART; reservoirwith proviral DNA inserted in highly expressed sites of the host
cells favoring the initiation of transcription, which then stops producing short RNA containing
only LTR region or LTR and other part of HIV-1 RNA without standard pol sequence; or reser-
voirs containing circles of DNA producing incomplete LTR transcripts without the pol region
(13–15).

Recently, in HIV-1 seronegative cancer patients under chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)
T-cell immunotherapy, it has been described false HIV-1 nucleic acid amplification with a
double-targets assay different from Aptima (16, 17). This was attributed to the detection of
LTR elements present in lentiviral vectors used in this type of immunotherapy (16, 17). In
our experience, described here, no patient has been or was subjected to CAR T-cell immu-
notherapy; therefore, we can exclude that any LTR signal can be traced back to the pres-
ence of lentiviral vectors.

Therefore, studies aimed to elucidate the nature, the origin, and the function of
these HIV-1 RNA transcripts, recognized only by the LTR signal in plasma samples of chronically
HIV-1-infected patients under ART, are in progress to understand pathogenic and therapeutic
aspects associated with the detection of these elements and to further find out if they could
have particular implication on clinical management.

MATERIALS ANDMETHODS
Clinical samples. Plasma samples were collected from chronically HIV-1-infected patients under ART,

attending the outpatient care facility at National Institute for Infectious Diseases “Lazzaro Spallanzani” IRCCS in
Rome for routine monitoring of HIV-1 from December 3, 2018 to September 8, 2019. Plasma were obtained
from whole blood collected in EDTA-containing tubes by centrifugation (1,100 g for 20 min) directly after arrival
at the laboratory and tested same day or within the subsequent day with Aptima.

Aptima HIV-1 Quant Dx assay. Aptima was used on the fully automated Panther system according
to the manufacturers’ instructions. The assay requires a sample volume of 0.7 mL and reports quantitative HIV-1
results in a range of 30 to 10,000,000 copies/mL (cp/mL). Samples with HIV-1 RNA detected below the low limit
of quantification (LLoQ) (30 cp/mL) and those with HIV-1 RNA ND (i.e., with HIV-1 RNA below the low limit of
detection [LLoD], 12 cp/mL) were indicated as ,30 cp/mL. The 7.2.1.37 “open” version of the Aptima software
showing pol- and LTR-based viremia values separately was provided by the assay manufacturer per our request
and routinely used.

Statistical analysis. Data management and analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism version
8.00 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA). The evaluation of the qualitative concordance between results was
performed using the weighted Cohen's kappa statistics and its 95% CI. Correlation analyses were carried out
using a linear regression analysis. Student's t test (Welch's t test) was used for difference evaluation. For statistical
calculations, an arbitrary value of 15 cp/mL was assigned to samples detected with VL,30 cp/mL.

Institutional review board statement. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration
of Helsinki and with the protocol code no. 70, approved on December 17, 2018 by the Institutional
Review Board of the National Institute for Infectious Diseases L. Spallanzani, IRCCS, according to which
the study protocol here described did not provide for the signing of an informed consent by the
patients because no further samples were taken other than those performed for diagnostic purposes.
Data of biological samples collected for diagnostic purposes were used only after their complete ano-
nymization and the results of tests had no impact on the clinical management of patients. Furthermore,
the analysis of genetic data were not provided.
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